PROGRAM DETAILS: REVIEW BEFORE APPLYING

• Program open to all SOM and Gillings students and UNC resident physicians
• Dates: June 14-July 15
• 12 hs. of asynchronous training & 2 group meetings (tba)
• The program is hosted by CIES, a nonprofit organization with 30+ years of experience in the defense of reproductive and sexual rights, and the improvement of the quality of life of the population through access to comprehensive health services.

• The orientation is hosted by Latino Schools in Sucre. Spanish instruction is also offered by Latino Schools in Sucre (special UNC program – beginner-advanced & medical Spanish).
MANDATORY SYNCHRONOUS (2 SESSIONS, TBA) & ASYNCHRONOUS TRAINING (12 HS)
ORIENTATION: JUNE 15-17 (SUCRE)

A DETAILED ITINERARY AND SCHEDULE WILL BE PROVIDED BEFORE DEPARTURE
Health Education & Rotations / PH Work: June 18-July 13

CHOICE OF 4 LOCATIONS

- Potosí
- Uyuni
- Oruro
- Sucre
ALL CIES CLINICS/HOSPITALS OFFER

* Sexual and Reproductive Health Education (all participants)
* Clinical Rotations / PH research/practicum (by request)
* Choice of clinic/hospital size, specialty, PH practicum, etc.
SERVICES

LODGING

Teams of 4-5 (Airbnb) Potosi, Oruro (shared rooms)
Uyuni: Hostal or clinic (shared rooms)
Sucre: Host families or student residence
WEEKLY JOURNALING AND TEAM MEETINGS

A DETAILED ITINERARY AND SCHEDULE WILL BE PROVIDED BEFORE DEPARTURE
DEBRIEF & CELEBRATION: JULY 13-15 (SUCRE)

ALL DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
• 4 weeks: $1750  
• (Includes: orientation and debrief, transportation to site, housing, visa, CIES fees)  
• Does not include flights and food (estimated $1,200 & $240)  
• For Spanish Instruction (Intensive and during program) see below
SPANISH INSTRUCTION

SUCRE:

• 2-week intensive (40hs) with home stay (prior to program start) -- $1,250 (airport pick-up, 2 meals, orientation, wifi, bilingual support 24/7)

• 4-week instruction (40hs) during program with home stay (2 meals, orientation, wifi, bilingual support 24/7) -- $1,750
WE LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR APPLICATION

Thank you!
moira_rogers@med.unc.edu